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Selfie stick Telesin for smartphones and sport cameras with

Selfie stick with remote control Telesin TE-RCSS-001
Create  perfect  selfies  and  record  even  more  interesting  footage.  The  selfie  stick  by  Telesin  is  compatible  with  most  popular  sports
cameras and has a maximum length of up to 600mm. It also works well as a tripod. The set also includes a small remote control, which
allows you to remotely operate the camera from a distance of up to 72m.
 
Convenient length adjustment
The selfie stick is designed in such a way that it can meet the diverse needs of users. It allows you to adjust its length in several steps up
to 600mm. Now you can easily capture the entire breathtaking landscape or take the perfect group selfie! You can also easily turn the
accessory into a practical tripod to record steady shots or prepare a YouTube tutorial.
 
Practical remote control included
Enjoy almost unlimited freedom when you're recording or taking photos. Included in the kit, you'll find a small Bluetooth remote that you
can use to remotely control your smartphone camera or camcorder. It has a maximum range of 72m and its magnetic design means you
can easily attach or remove it from your selfie stick. Now all it takes is one click to start recording or take a picture!
 
Wide compatibility
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You  can  easily  mount  your  sports  camera  or  smartphone  on  the  selfie  stick.  The  accessory  is  equipped  with  a  phone  holder  and  is
compatible with many different models of devices - for example, the GoPro 11, 10, 9, 8 and MAX. No matter what equipment you use -
now you can easily get the results you dream of!
 
You can always have it with you
Lightweight and foldable design make the Telesin selfie stick able to accompany you almost anywhere. When folded, the length of the
accessory is only 173mm - you can easily fit it in your backpack or handbag! Take it on your next trip or party and be sure not to miss
the opportunity to take a fantastic shot.
 
Solid
The accessory is made of excellent quality materials that ensure its strength and wear resistance. The aluminum alloy rod is extremely
durable and fits perfectly in your hand - it will not slip out of it. Specially designed tripod legs guarantee its stability, and placed on them
non-slip pads make it will not move on the desk, table or floor.
 
In the box
Selfie stick
Bluetooth remote
USB-C cable
Phone clip
Lock screw
Screw for phone clip
Adapter
User Manual
Brand
Telesin
Model
TE-RCSS-001
Length after folding
173±2mm
Maximum length
600±10mm
Phone clip width
57-103mm
Remote control battery capacity
65mAh
Remote control charging voltage
Over 5V 100mA
Remote control charging interface
USB-C
Remote control charging time
About 2h
Remote control working time
About 12h
Remote control dimensions
42x35mm
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Preço:

€ 34.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, Selfiesticks, Tripods
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